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Once upon the time …
There was this
Pretty …
Young …
Lady …
Living …
With her two ugly stepsisters

Lib char tool

STA

Spice

While Cinderella was toiling …
Her two stepsisters were busy making
themselves more attractive …
For the handsome …
And rich …
Prince(s)

The time for the big ball was upon them
The two stepsisters were invited
But not Cinderella !
So the fairy godmother …
Helped Cinderella to get to the ball
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University and Duke University. During is career he has
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management.
He is currently a Senior Principal Design Engineer in the
Advanced Products Division of the Physical Design Group
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Tom Spyrou has worked for over 25 years as an EDA
Technologist and has gained
extensive experience in areas including Static Timing
Analysis, Logic Synthesis, Power Grid Analysis, Database
Technology and Floor-planning.
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Writing a good library characterization tool
requires a lot of hard work and innovation
These days there are plenty of challahges in
library characterization that require the
customers to pay much more “attention” to it
This panel is trying to shed some light on these
“Cinderellas” and determine if they are ready
for stardom and the “Princes”

* Deterministic constraint characterization is expensive
* Runtime optimizations assume tCP→Q = f(tCP→D) to be
monotonic

* What if it isn’t?
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* Statistical constraint characterization is VERY expensive
* What if the distribution is not Gaussian?
* What if the constraint curve is not monotonic?
* What if the constraint curve is not monotonic only for
some samples?
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* Real wave shapes from a real design
* Same 30/70 slew
* 110% difference in hold constraint when applied to D and CLK
* Large absolute error too
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* Who is responsible for the library quality?
* Who should check it and how?

* My library is bad. What should I do?
* Do we need tighter integration between Spice and
library characterization?

* Will we be able to do statistical characterization
with reasonable accuracy and runtime?

* Should we accept proprietary delay models?
* Do we need more waveform parameters for
constraint characterization?

